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What were the outcomes of the prior phase? 

1. What did I plan to do? 
a. Continue testing code functions and begin integration of working functions into 

the main code files, troubleshooting where needed 

b. Ensure that remaining electrical parts are ordered and tested, and that any 
unforeseen parts are also ordered 

c. Begin to execute electrical and mechanical test plans, likely by creating specific 
test programs which match our proposed tests 

2. What did I actually do? 
a. Developed master code with all primary functions working, feedback still needed 

b. All primary electrical parts ordered, waiting for battery to arrive and need power 
terminals and switch 

c. Tested functions of code without any official test plans completed 

3. What did I learn? How were the plan and reality different? 

a. Even if the Baud rates of a communications pair match, ensure that one side is not 
sending data faster than the receiving side can process 

 

Team level goal for next phase 

Subsystem integration is going to be the main focus in the next phase to ensure we can begin 
testing and working through problems as soon as possible. We will continue building the 
electrical systems (testing and verifying the code), our test rig and the mechanical assembly. 
Remaining parts need to be ordered and feedback from user tests used to finalize the design of 
the controls. 

 

What do I plan on doing to ensure that my team has a successful review at the end of the 
next phase? 

1. Develop feedback code based on selected controller inputs and outputs 

2. Develop test code for non-standard control cases (i.e. battery life test) 

3. Complete electrical and mechanical test cases 

 



What is standing in my way of meeting my next phase goals? 

1. Building the test bench and mounting electrical components 


